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Fortuna or the Emperor is the Best Patron[ edit ] If the goddess Fortuna wants, from a mere teacher you will
become consul , if this same goddess wants, a teacher will be made from a consul. For what was Ventidius?
Anything really other than a comet and the marvelous power of hidden fate? Kingdoms will be given to
slaves, and a triumph to captives. A really fortunate man, however, is even more rare than a white crow.
Juvenal returns to his theme of distorted economic values among the Roman elite â€” in this instance centered
on their unwillingness to provide appropriate support for poets, lawyers, and teachers. It is the capricious
whims of fate that determine the variables of a human life. Quintilian was rich, he was the lucky exception to
the rule. True Nobility[ edit ] Although your whole atria display ancient wax portraits on every side,
excellence is the one and only nobility. Go on and be a Paulus or Cossus or Drusus in your morals â€” esteem
this more important than the images of your ancestors. Paulus uel Cossus uel Drusus moribus esto, hos ante
effigies maiorum pone tuorum. When everything else is stolen from those you rule, weapons and desperation
remain. The nobles make excuses for behavior that would not be tolerated in slaves. Indeed, everyone is
descended from peasants or worse if you go back far enough. This satire is in the form of a dialogue between
the narrator and Naevolus â€” a male prostitute, the disgruntled client of a pathic patron. Why do you look so
haggard, Naevolus? The life of serving the needs of pathic rich men is not paying off. But you used to think
you were really sexy to men. Rich pathics are not willing to spend on their sickness, but I have bills to pay. I
saved his marriage by doing his job for him with a wife that was about to get a divorce. You are justified in
complaining, Naevolus. What did he say? Rich men have no secrets. But what should I do now; youth is
fleeting. But I want so little. Fortuna must have her ears plugged when I pray. Wrong Desire is the Source of
Suffering[ edit ] It is to be prayed that the mind be sound in a sound body. I will reveal what you are able to
give yourself; For certain, the one footpath of a tranquil life lies through virtue. The theme of this poem
encompasses the myriad objects of prayer unwisely sought from the gods: The narrator argues that each of
these is a false Good; each desired thing is shown to be not good in itself, but only good so long as other
factors do not intervene. This satire is the source of the well-known phrase "mens sana in corpore sano" a
healthy mind in a healthy body , which appears in the passage above. It is also the source of the phrase "
panem et circenses " bread and circuses â€” the only remaining cares of a Roman populace which has given up
its birthright of political freedom But what should men pray for? The mob follows Fortuna and cares for
nothing but bread and circuses. He dies of poison in exile. Xerxes I crawled back to Persia after his
misadventure in Greece. Dementia is the worst affliction of all. Croesus , Marius , and Pompey. Even if they
remain untouched by corruption, it makes them objects of lust for perverts. Even if they are unwilling like
Hippolytus , the wrath of scorned women may destroy them. Trust the gods to choose what is best; they love
humans more than we do ourselves, but if you must pray for something, "[i]t is to be prayed that the mind be
sound in a sound body Dinner and a Moral[ edit ] Our humble home does not take up such trifles. Another
man will hear the clacks of castanets along with words that a naked slave standing for sale in a smelly brothel
would refrain from; another man will enjoy obscene voices and every art of lust, a man who wets his inlaid
floor of Lacedaemonian marbles with spit-out wine Our dinner party today will provide other amusements.
The author of the Iliad will sing, and the poems of Vergil that make the supremacy of Homer doubtful. What
does it matter by what voice such verses are read? The main themes of this poem are self-awareness and
moderation. The subject, in this instance, is the role of food and the cena formal dinner in Roman society. The
narrator contrasts the ruinous spending habits of gourmands with the moderation of a simple meal of
home-grown foods in the manner of the mythical ancient Romans. The advice of Apollo to know thyself
should be heeded â€” not just for ambitions and endeavors, but also for what should be spent on a fish. Long
ago, the noble Curius cooked things for himself that a slave on a chain-gang would reject now. A Jupiter made
of terracotta saved the city from the Gauls. The narrator claims that his food is unharmed, despite owning no
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ivory. True Friendship[ edit ] Lest these actions seem suspicious to you Corvinus, this Catullus for whose
return I am placing so much on these altars, has three little heirs. If rich and childless Gallitta and Pacius begin
to feel a chill, the entire portico is clothed with vows posted-up in the prescribed way there are those who
would promise a one-hundred-cow sacrifice only because there are no elephants for sale here, The narrator
describes to his addressee Corvinus the sacrificial vows that he has made for the salvation of his friend
Catullus from shipwreck. These vows are to the primary Roman gods â€” Jupiter , Juno , and Minerva the
Capitoline Triad - but other shipwrecked sailors are said to make offerings to Isis. In the passage quoted
above, the narrator asserts that his sacrifices are not to curry favor or gain an inheritance, common reasons for
making vows among those who would not hesitate to sacrifice their slaves or even children if it would bring
them an inheritance. He says that he will propitiate his Lares family gods as well. Legacy hunters would
sacrifice one hundred cattle, elephants, slaves, or even their own child if it secured an inheritance for them.
You are hardly able to endure the least tiny particle of ills however slight â€” burning in your frothing guts,
because a friend did not return to you the things deposited with him under oath? Does a man who has already
left sixty years behind his back â€” a man born when Fonteius was consul â€” get stupefied by events like
these? Or have you advanced nothing to the better from so much experience? This poem is a dissuasion from
excessive rage and the desire for revenge when one is defrauded. The narrator recommends a philosophical
moderation and the perspective that comes from realizing that there are many things worse than financial loss.
One should not overreact to ill-use. There are hardly as many good people as the gates of Egyptian Thebes or
even as the mouths of the Nile 9. The Golden Age was infinitely superior to the present age, an age so corrupt
there is not even an appropriate metal to name it. Others rationalize that the wrath of the gods, though great, is
very slow in coming. A financial loss is mourned more than a death, and it is mourned with real tears. That is
not what the philosophers Chrysippos , Thales , or Socrates would say. The mere intention to do evil is guilt.
The natura nature of criminals is fixa stuck and mutari nescia unable to be changed , and it rushes back to
ways they have admitted are wrong â€” Thus, criminals tend to repeat their crimes, and eventually end up
facing execution or exile. Avarice is not a Family Value[ edit ] Although youths imitate the other vices of their
own free will, they are commanded to practice only avarice unwillingly. For this vice deceives with the
appearance and shape of a virtue, since it has a grim bearing and a severe surface and exterior, the miser is
lauded as if he were frugal without hesitation â€” as if he were a sparing man, and a sure guardian of his own
possessions, better than if the Serpent of the Hesperides or the one from the Black Sea guarded those same
fortunes. The narrator stresses that children most readily learn all forms of vice from their parents. Avarice
must actually be taught since it runs counter to nature. This vice is particularly pernicious, since it has the
appearance of a virtue and is the source of a myriad of crimes and cruelties. It is unjust for a father to criticize
and punish a son who takes after himself. The tastes acquired in childhood persist into adulthood. There is no
amount of money or land that will satisfy greed, but ancient Romans veterans of the Punic wars or of the war
against Pyrrhus were content with only two iugera acres of land in return for all their wounds. Impatient greed
leads to crime. Nobody inquires into where you got it, but you have to have it. Instilling avarice is the same as
teaching a child every form of crime. A son whom you have taught to have no mercy will have no mercy on
you either. Fleets sail wherever there is hope of profit. As much as Epicurus or Socrates was content to possess
is best, or â€” in the Roman manner â€” a fortune equal to the equestrian order. If twice or three times that
does not suffice, then not even the wealth of Croesus or of Persia will suffice. People without Compassion are
Worse than Animals[ edit ] But these days there is greater concord among snakes. A savage beast spares
another with similar spots. When did a stronger lion rip the life from another lion? In what forest did a wild
boar perish under the tusks of larger boar? The narrator discusses the centrality of compassion for other people
to the preservation of civilization. While severe circumstances have at times called for desperate measures to
preserve life, even the most savage tribes have refrained from cannibalism. We were given minds to allow us
to live together in mutual assistance and security. Without limits on rage against our enemies, we are worse
than animals. Ulysses must have been thought a liar for his tale of the Laestrygonians or the Cyclopes. One
attacked while the other held a feast.
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The first punishment is this; that no guilty man is acquitted at the bar of his own conscience, though he have
won his cause by a juggling urn, and the corrupt favour of the judge. What do you suppose, Calvinus, that
people are now thinking about the recent villainy and the charge of trust betrayed? Your means are not so
small that the weight of a slight loss will weigh you down; nor is your misfortune rare. Away with undue
lamentations! You are scarce able to bear the very smallest particle of misfortune; your bowels foam hot
within you because your friend will not give up to you the sacred trust committed to him; does this amaze one
who was born in the Consulship of Fonteius, [1] and has left sixty years behind him? Have you gained nothing
from all your experience? What day is there, however festal, which fails to disclose theft, treachery and fraud;
gain made out of every kind of crime, and money won by the dagger or the bowl? We summon Gods and men
to our aid with cries as loud as that with which the vocal dole [4] applauds Faesidius when he pleads. Are you
ignorant of how the world laughs at your simplicity when you demand of any man that he shall not perjure
himself, and believe that some divinity is to be found in temples or in altars red with blood? Primitive men
lived thus in the olden days, before Saturn laid down his diadem and fled, betaking himself to the rustic sickle;
in the days when Juno was a little maid, and Jupiter still a private gentleman in the caves of Ida. Each God
then dined by himself; there was no such mob of deities as there is to-day; the stars were satisfied with a few
divinities, and pressed with a lighter load upon the hapless Atlas. No monarch had as yet had the gloomy
realms below allotted to him; there was no grim Pluto with a Sicilian spouse; there was no wheel, [9] no rock,
[10] no Furies, no black torturing Vulture; [11] the shades led a merry life, with no kings over their nether
world. Dishonesty was a prodigy in those days; men deemed it a heinous sin, worthy of death, if a youth did
not rise before his elders, or a boy before any bearded man, though he himself might see more strawberries,
and bigger heaps of acorns, in his own home. So worshipful was it to be older by four years, so equal to
reverend age was the first down of manhood! If I discover an upright and blameless man, I liken him to a boy
born with double limbs, or to fishes found by a marvelling rustic under the plough, or to a pregnant mule; I am
as concerned as though it had rained stones, or a swarm of bees had settled in a long cluster on a temple-roof,
or as though some river had poured down wondrous floods of milk into the sea. What if someone else has by a
like fraud lost a secret deposit of two hundred thousand sesterces? A third a still greater sum, which could
scarce find room in the corners of his ample treasure-chest? So simple and easy a thing is it to disregard
heavenly witnesses, if no mortal man is privy to the secret! Hear how loudly the fellow denies the charge! See
the assurance of his perfidious face! He swears by the rays of the sun and the Tarpeian thunderbolts; by the
lance of Mars and the arrows of the Cirrhaean Seer; by the shafts and quiver of the maiden huntress, and by
thine own trident, O Neptune, thou lord of the Aegaean sea. Another fears that punishment will follow crime;
he believes that there are Gods, but perjures himself all the same, reasoning thus within himself: The wrath of
the Gods may be great, but it assuredly is slow; if then they charge themselves with punishing all the guilty,
when will they get my length? And besides I may perchance find the God placable; he is wont to forgive
things like this. Many commit the same crime and fare differently; one man gets a gibbet, another a crown, as
the reward of crime. If you summon them then to the holy shrine, they will be there before you; nay, they will
themselves drag you thither, and dare you to the proof; for when a bad cause is well backed by a bold face, the
man gets credit for self-confidence. Such a one plays a part, like the runaway buffoon of the witty Catullus,
[15] but you, poor wretch, may shout so as to out-do Stentor, [16] or rather as loudly as the Mars of Homer,
"Do you hear all this, O Jupiter, with lip unmoved, when you ought to have been making yourself heard,
whether you be made of marble or of bronze? Else why do I open my packet of holy incense, and place it on
your blazing altar? So far as I can see, there is nothing to choose between your images and the statue of
Vagellius! Let doubtful maladies be tended by doctors of repute; your veins may be entrusted to a disciple of
Philippus. In such a misfortune no grief is simulated; no one is content to rend the top of his garment, or to
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squeeze forced moisture from his eyes; unfeigned are the tears which lament the loss of wealth. Your loss is a
modest one, to be endured with a moderate amount of choler, if you cast an eye on grosser wrongs. Compare
with your case the hired robber, or the fire purposely started by sulphur, the flame bursting out at your front
door; think too of those who carry off from ancient temples splendid cups of venerable antiquity, that were the
gift of nations, or crowns dedicated by some ancient monarch! If such things are not to be had, a petty
desecrator will be found to scrape off the gilding from the thigh of Hercules, or from the very face of Neptune,
or to strip Castor of his beaten gold. And why should he hesitate, when he has been used to melt down an
entire Thunderer? If you would know what mankind is like, that one court-house will suffice; spend a few
days in it, and when you come out, dare to call yourself unfortunate. Who marvels at a swollen throat in the
Alps? Who is amazed to see a German with blue eyes and yellow hair, twisting his greasy curls into a horn?
We marvel not, clearly because this one nature is common to them all. The Pygmy warrior marches forth in
his tiny arms to encounter the sudden swoop and clamorous cloud of Thracian birds; but soon, no match for
his foe, he is snatched up by the savage crane and borne in his crooked talons through the air. Is there to be no
punishment for that perjured soul and his impious fraud? But so will not Chrysippus [23] say, or the gentle
Thales, [24] or the old man [25] who dwelt near sweet Hymettus, who would have given to his accuser no
drop of the hemlock-draught which was administered to him in that cruel bondage. Benign Philosophy, by
degrees, strips from us most of our vices, and all our mistakes; it is she that first teaches us the right. For
vengeance is always the delight of a little, weak, and petty mind; of which you may straightway draw proof
from thisâ€”that no one so rejoices in vengeance as a woman. The Pythian prophetess once made answer to a
Spartan that it would not pass unpunished in after time that he had thought of keeping back a sum entrusted to
him supporting the wrong by perjury; for he asked what was the mind of the Deity, and whether Apollo
counselled him to do the deed. He therefore restored the money, through fear, and not from honesty;
nevertheless he found all the words of the Oracle to be true and worthy of the shrine, being destroyed with his
whole race and family and relations, however far removed. Such are the penalties endured by the mere wish to
sin; for he who secretly meditates a crime within his breast has all the guiltiness of the deed. His disquiet
never ceases, not even at the festal board; his throat is as dry as in a fever; he can scarcely take his food, it
swells between his teeth; he spits out the wine, poor wretch; he cannot abide the choicest old Albanian, and if
you bring out something finer still, wrinkles gather upon his brow as though it had been puckered up by some
Falernian turned sour. In the night, if his troubles grant him a short slumber, and his limbs, after tossing upon
the bed, are sinking into repose, he straightway beholds the temple and the altar of the God whom he has
outraged; and what weighs with chiefest ten-or on his soul, he sees you in his dreams; your awful form, larger
than life, frightens his quaking heart and wrings confession from him. These are the men who tremble and
grow pale at every lightning-flash; when it thunders, they quail at the first rumbling in the heavens; not as
though it were an affair of chance or brought about by the raging of the winds, but as though the flame had
fallen in wrath and as a judgment upon the earth. If one storm pass harmless by, they look more anxiously for
the next, as though this calm were only a reprieve. If, again, they suffer from pains in the side, with a fever
that robs them of their sleep, they believe that the sickness has been inflicted on them by the offended Deity;
these they deem to be the missiles, these the arrows of the Gods. They dare not vow a bleating victim to a
shrine, or offer a crested cock to the Lares; for what hope is permitted to the guilty sick? What victim is not
more worthy of life than they? Inconstant and shifty, for the most part, is the nature of bad men. In committing
a crime, they have courage enough and to spare; they only begin to feel what is right and what wrong when it
has been committed. Yet nature, firm and changeless, returns to the ways which it has condemned. For who
ever fixed a term to his own offending? When did a hardened brow ever recover the banished blush? What
man have you ever seen that was satisfied with one act of villainy? Our scoundrel will yet put his feet into the
snare; he will have to endure the dark prison-house and the staple, or one of those crags in the Aegaean sea
that are crowded with our noble exiles. You will exult over the stern punishment of a hated name, and at
length admit with joy that none of the Gods is deaf or like unto Tiresias. Fonteius Capito, consul A. That fixes
the date of this Satire to the year A.
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